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SUPPLY REGULATOR
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CAR PARKING 'RADAR'

/ SYSTEM

I An application circuit for the RC419E
regulator IC.

I Avoid minor bumps in the car park
by building and fitting this ingenious

Far (0702) 553935 Tiler. 995695

device.
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If your car is not fitted with some
kind of 'lights -on warning', the
chances are that you will (if you
have not already done so!) leave
your lights switched on. Murphy's
law dictates that when you do so,
your absence from the car will be

of sufficient duration to ensure
that the battery will be well and
truly flat. Of course Murphy, not
content to do things by halves.
will ensure that it happens when
you are late for some important
occasion and that there is no one
else around to give you a push or
a jump start!
Modern cars further aggrevate the
situation as many of them, being fitted

by Joe Fuller
FEATURES

* Low-cost and small size
* Easily fitted to most negative earth cars
* Buzzer sounds when lights are left on
able, however, some become a nuisance
because they sound continuously when

many cars having the light switch 'stalk'
on the driver's door side of the steering

the lights are deliberately left on. For

column.
The Lights -On Warning indicator will

instance. whilst the driver is waiting in the
car at night, with the engine switched off.

Some more sophisticated devices
will not sound if the lights are switched on
again after the ignition has been
switched off, i.e. for parking lights.
However, this fails to warn the driver if he
inadvertently 'knocks' the light switch on
when leaving the car - as is the case with

emit a clearly audible buzzing sound
when the car lights are left on, the ignition
switch is turned -off and the driver's door

opened. In this manner the buzzer will
only sound when the driver is genuinely
about to leave the car.

Now that you are thoroughly convinced that for the sake of a few pounds,
you need not be caught out in the future,

electronic ignition or electronic
engine management systems, just plain
refuse to be push-started!
It is amazing that such mechanically

why not build this handy accessory
(which the manufacturer should have

advanced cars often do not have a lights -

offer this 'add on' to friends, relatives and
neighbours for a suitable fee (don't forget

with

included as standard) and fit it into your

car? Enterprising readers may wish to

on warning indicator of some kind. To
illustrate this, the prototype was installed

to tell the tax man!). A personal tale of
woe and the assurance that, "I've got
one and it has stopped me from getting
caught out again!" is sure to win a few

in a 2.0 injection Ford Sierra Estate despite being a 'Ghia', there was no
lights -on warning device!

Various warning devices are avail 2

The assembled PCB.

favourable responses.

111-W1r,r1rifir WV' V-11TI
111

Al

02

Figure 1. Circuit diagram.

o

Figure 2 PCB legend and track.

The Lights -On unit attached to a convenient surface.

TR1 via R2. Note that the internal resistance of accessories (i.e, radio -cassette)

may be sufficiently low to make the
connection to P3 unnecessary; this can
be determined by experimentation.
P6 is connected to the driver's door
switch, thus when the door is opened, a
complete path to OV is provided by the

door switch, allowing the buzzer to
sound.
When the ignition switch is on, P2 is

pulled high, reverse biasing D1. R3
ensures that TR1 is held in the off state.
The positive supply to BZ1 is removed

and thus prevents it from sounding,
regardless of whether the driver's door
is open or shut.
When the lights are off and the car

doors are closed, the polarity of the
supply to the Unit is effectively reversed.
D2 prevents damage to the circuit under
this condition.

Construction
Assembly of the unit is simplicity itself,

Photo 1. Connections to the sidelight circuit (left) and accessory circuit (right).

Circuit Description and
Operation
The circuit of the Lights -On Warning
Indicator is very simple, as can be seen
from Figure 1. However, it is worthwhile
to know how the circuit operates as this
will help, should problems occur.
P1 of the unit is connected to the

sidelight circuit of the car and provides
power to the circuit only when the lights
are switched on. The sidelight circuit is
live when either sidelights or headlights
are switched on.

P2 is connected to the accessory
circuit and when the ignition switch is off,
P2 is pulled low via R3 (P3 is connected
to OV). D1 is forward biased and turns on
Drivers

door switch
Buzzer

Accessory

100mA

in

circuit
To side
lights

line fuse

Chassis connection

may not be required
See text
Figure 3 (above). PCB connections.
Photo 2 (left). Connections to the door
switch circuit.

however, the complete beginner is referred to the Constructors' Guide supplied
with the kit, which contains useful information on construction techniques.
Referring to Figure 2, it is advised
that the PCB pins are fitted first, followed
by the resistors and the diodes and finally
the transistor. Make sure that the transistor is fitted fairly close to PCB otherwise
the PCB will not fit into the case.
Next solder the buzzer's wires to the

PCB pins, red (+V) to P4, black (-V) to
P5. Attach the connecting wires to the
PCB pins and label the free ends so that
you can identify the wires after the PCB
has been fitted into the case!
The PCB simply lays in the case, the

wires protruding through the aperture
provided. Screw the case together and
affix the buzzer onto the lid of the case
using one of the double -sided adhesive
pads. The other pads can be placed onto
the underside of the case ready for fitting
into the car.
Although it is unlikely that there will

be any problems with the

unit, it is

advisable to test it before fitting into the
car. It is easier to take remedial action on
the work bench than underneath the car
dashboard! Using a 9 to 14V supply (i.e.
PP3 battery, battery eliminator, etc.) connect P3 and P6 to OV, then Connect P1
to +V, the buzzer should sound. Connect
P2 to +V as well, this should silence the
buzzer.
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Side light

Head lights

Side light

To P1 of

lights on PCB
fuse

via

Permanent

S1

+12V supply

Fuses

0Headlights
Sidelights
Off

Ignition switched
+12V supply

Main

S2

O

Dlp

O

0

Tail lights

Flash

O

O

Figure 4. Typical lighting circuit and connections.

Installation
Refer to Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6. It is
necessary to gain access to the car's
wiring, which will undoubtedly involve
removing the underside of the dash-

COURTESY LIGHT

+12V
Permanent

supply 0

Door

I

I

0,

Fuse

" O-- N.C.
Off

"D

board, trim panels, etc. It is advisable to

I

refer to a workshop manual, e.g. of the
'Haynes' variety: if you do not have one,

On

To P6

of Lights

Cut wire and
insert diode

on PCB

(MR751)

either buy one - as

it

will be useful

anyway,

library. A workshop manual will also help

you ascertain the correct wires to con-

nect to - otherwise

it

will be a case

tracing the correct wires
multimeter.
of

Drivers

door switch

with a

Important Notes: disconnect the car

0

battery before making connections to the
wiring. Connections to existing wiring can
be made using 'snap lock' connectors or
terminal blocks of adequate current

o

rating - remember the Lights -On unit
draws very little current, but two 55W

°
Other door
switches

headlamp bulbs draviconsiderably more!

Ensure that the new wiring will not
become entangled with any controls,
especially the brake pedal and steering
column. To prevent short circuits, make
sure that all connections are properly
insulated, use adhesive electrical tape.
Connect P1, via a fuse and fuse -

Figure 5. Typical courtesy light circuit and connections.

IGNITION SWITCH

Permanent

+12V supply

Start

il
Fuse

To starter solenoid

switch (Figure 5 and Photo 2). To prevent

To P2 of

other doors from operating the buzzer,

Off

12V

switched on (Figure 4 and Photo 1).

I29__.,nition Ignition switched
6
- +12V supply

Accessory
Car

holder, to a point in the wiring which
becomes live when the sidelights are

lights on PCB
Fuse

Battery

Connect P6, to the driver's door
install an MR751 diode in series with the
wire to the courtesy light.
Connect P2 to a point in the wiring

which becomes live when the ignition
switch is turned to 'accessory', i.e. +V

-JRadio

supply to the radio (Figure 6 and Photo
1). Alternatively, if there is no 'accessory'

position, connect P2 to a point in the
wiring which becomes live when the
ignition switch is turned to 'ignition'.
Connect P3 to the car's chassis (OV)
Figure 6. Typical ignition switch circuit and connections.
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or to a point

in

the wiring which

is

permanently

connected

to

the

car's

chassis. Note that this connection may
be unnecessary if the internal resistance
of any accessory is sufficiently low. This

may be ascertained by testing the unit
with P3 left unconnected and all accessories switched off. If in doubt connect
P3 as previously described.
Double-check connections, reconnect the car battery.

Testing

should not cause the buzzer to sound.

Switch lights on, leave ignition switched
off and open the driver's door; the buzzer
should sound.
With the driver's door shut, opening

should not sound with any combination of
ignition switch positions or doors open or
closed.

any other door should not cause the

rectly, refit underside of dashboard and
trim panels.

With lights turned off, the buzzer

buzzer to sound.
With the ignition switched to 'accessory' or 'ignition', opening the driver's door

Assuming the unit is working cor-

LIGHTS -ON WARNING PARTS LIST
RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film
R1
3k9
R2
R3

1

10k

1

100k

1

SEMICONDUCTORS
D1
1N4148
D2
TR1

(QL80B)
(QL73Q)
(QB66W)
(YH96E)

1N4001

BC327
MR751

MISCELLANEOUS
Buzzer 12V
BZ1
P1-6 Pins 2145
In -line Fuse Holder 111/4in.

100mA 11/4in. Fuse
PCB
Mini Box and Base

Quickstick Pads
Instruction Leaflet
Constructors' Guide

(M3K9)
(M10K)
(M100K)

1

6 pins
1
1

(FL40T)

(FL24B)*
(RX51 F)
(WRO8J)

1

(GE88V)
(JX56L)

3 pads

(HB22Y)*

1

1
1

(XT11M)
(XH79L)

OPTIONAL (Not in kit)
16 0.2 Wire
Snap Lock Cable Connector
Terminal Block 5A

As Req. (FA26D-FA36P)
As Req.
As Req.

(JR88V)
(HFO1B)

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' Service is available for this
project, see Constructors' Guide or current Maplin
Catalogue for details.

The above items (excluding Optional) are available
as a kit.
Order As (Lights -On Reminder) LP77J
Please Note: Order Codes marked with a * are not
available singly, see current Maplin Catalogue for
full ordering information.
The following new item (which is included in the kit)
is also available separately.
Lights -On PCB Order As GE88V
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R04195
+15V REGULATOR

'Data Files' are intended as
'building blocks' for constructors
to experiment with and the
components supplied provide
a good starting point for
further development.

N"MILMMTWILMS

* ± 15V operational amplifier power supply with low
component count * Thermal shutdown
* Short circuit protection * ± 100mA output current
* Can be used as a high voltage single output regulator
The RC4195 is a dual -polarity

To keep the device within its
maximum power dissipation
figure of 600mW, the maximum
input voltage should be 18V.
This is demonstrated by the
following equation:

'tracking' regulator designed
to provide balanced positive
and negative 15V output
voltages. This device is
designed for local 'on -card'
regulation, eliminating
distribution problems
associated with single -point
regulation. Only two external

Power dissipation per rail =
(V,- Vo) . IL, where:
V,

components are required for
operation (two 10121' output

decoupling capacitors).

This figure is multiplied by 2
(as there are two rails) to give
the total IC power dissipation.
Substituting in the correct
figures gives:

Device
Description
The IC can supply currents of
up to 100mA per supply rail.
6

= Input voltage

V. = Output voltage
IL
= Load current

Figure 1. Functional block diagram.

((18 - 15) x 0.1) x 2 = 0.6W

Orourcl

(2)

Comp0
(3)

+15V

0 Output
(7)

Balance

(6)

-15V
Output

(5)
Q12

Q11

®®

R3

Figure 2. IC circuit diagram.

0

+18V to +30V

i1Our

4195

0-18V

to

+15V at 100mA

+VO

-30V
GND

0

-15V at 100mA

-Vo
10uF

Figure 4. 4195 set up in balanced output configuration.

Figure 3. 4195 IC pin -out.

A functionai block diagram
is given in Figure 1. Figure 2
reveals the internal circuit
diagram, while Figure 3 shows
the IC pin -out. Tables 1 and 2
give the electrical and thermal
characteristics respectively,
while Table 3 gives the
absolute maximum ratings.
Graphs 1 to 6 show typical
performance characteristics of
the device. Figure 4 shows a
typical application of the
regulator, while Figure 5
shows the regulator
configured to give a single
high voltage output. Figure 6
shows how to use external
pass transistors and current
limiting circuitry to increase
output current delivery. To
balance the output voltages a
potentiometer is fitted, with its
resistive element connected
across the output supply rails
and its wiper connected to the
'balance' input, as shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 5. Positive single supply (+15V < V. <+50V).

Figure 6. 4195 set up for high -current output.
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(IL = ± lmA; V, = ±20V; CL = 10µF; TA = 0°C to +70°C).

Parameter

Conditions

Line regulation:
Load regulation:
Output voltage drift with temperature:
Supply current:
Supply voltage:
Output voltage:
Output voltage tracking:
Ripple rejection:
Input -Output voltage differential:
Short circuit current:
Output voltage noise:
Internal thermal shutdown:

V, =

Min.

18V to ± 30V

IL = ltnA to 100mA
V, = ±30V; IL = OmA
18V
14.5V

= +25°C
f = 120Hz; T1= +25°C
IL = 50mA

TYP.

Max.

2mV
5mV
0.005%/ C
I-5mA

20mV
30mV
0.015%PC
4.0mA
30V

15.0V
-±50mV

15.5V

-300mV

75dB
3V

= +25°C

220mA
60µV RMS

Tt = +25°C; f = 100Hz to 10kHz

175-C

NOTE 1. The specifications given above apply for the given junction temperature, since
pulse test conditions are used.

Table 1. Electrical characteristics.

Maximum junction temperature:
Maximum power dissipation (TA <50 -C):
Thermal resistance HJA:
For TA >50`C, derate at:

Supply voltage (±Vi) to ground:
Load current:
Operating junction temperature range:
Storage temperature range:
Lead soldering temperature (10 sec.):

125 C
468mW
160 C/W

6.25mW per C

Table 2. Thermal characteristics.

± 30V
100mA

0°C to +125-C

-65°C to +150'C
+300°C

Table 3. Absolute maximum ratings.

Output Load Regulation

Regulator Dropout Voltage
I

a.

E

0

C

>

- AV° =20mV

TA(4195):0"C

Maximum Current Capability
200

-

4.0

160

0

o 3.0 - Positive regulator

2

4

'S

6

4195: OIC to +125.

a
10

Vs=±18V

12

2.0

80

E

E15
0

IA,..+25T
Negative regulator

1.0

14

I

0

0

40

20

60

80

40

4195: OIC to +125.0

E

T j .TA

120

TA=+25.0

100

20

0

Load current (m4)

40

I

60

0

80

100

0

2.0

Load current (mA)

40

6.0

80

16

12

10

14

Input/Output voltage di,ferential (V)

Graph 1. Output load regulation.

Graph

2.

Regulator dropout voltage.

Standby Current Drain
2.5

Graph 3. Maximum current capability.

Power Dissipation
2.5

1000

2.0

800

Ripple Rejection
0
10

TA ( 4 1 95): 0' C

2.0

25.0

1.5

600

1.0

400

Negot ve Regulotor

40

0.5

0.5

0

16

18

20 22 24 26 28 30 32
Input voltage (V)

Graph 4. Standby current drain.

a

70

al

80

200

0

-75

-50

-25

+25
0

+75
+125
+50
+100

Ambient temperature ('C)

Graph 5. Power dissipation.

Positive Regulator

60
0

8

I L=OmA

50
1.0

CS

20
30

1.5

125.0

0

g

a

0

90

0

-100
100

1k

10k

100k

Frequency (Hz)

Graph 6. Ripple rejection.

'14

AC

0

BR1

R30

AC

0

C34
C311=i

ONO

0

Kit Available

+15V

+Comp +15V

OV

BAL

0

- N/C

Comp -15V
C32

Figure 7. Balancing the output
rails.

+VS

u'

C33

LD1

-15V

0

-VS
C36 111.
11. C35
no En
OV

Figure 8. Circuit diagram.

A complete kit of parts
(including a high quality
fibreglass PCB with a
component legend to aid
component positioning) is
available, allowing a basic
± 15V power supply to be
constructed using the RC4195
IC. lb aid heat clicsipation, it is
recommended that the
regulator device is soldered
directly to the PCB, so that the
copper track will act as a
heatsink. The circuit diagram
for the kit is given in Figure 8,
and the PCB legend is shown
in Figure 9.
The assembled -±15V regulator PCB.

RC4195 ±15V REGULATOR
PARTS LIST
RESISTOR: 0.6W 1% Metal Film
R30

1k8

CAPACITORS:
C31,32
PC Elect 1000µF 35V
C33,34,35,36
Polyester 0.1µF

1

(M 1K8)

2

(FF18U)

4

(BX76H)

SEMICONDUCTORS:
IC4
4195

1

(XXO2C)

BR1

WO1

1

LD1

LED Red

1

MISCELLANEOUS:
Pin 2141
PCB

7 Pins
1

4195 D/F Leaflet

1

Constructors' Guide

1

(QL38R)
(WL27E)

(FL21X)*
(XX04E)
(XT33L)
(XH79L)

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' service is not available
for this project.

The above items are available as a kit.
Order As LP88V (4195 Data File)
Please Note: Order Code marked with a * is not
available singly, see current Maplin Catalogue for full
ordering information.

Figure 9. PCB legend and track.
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PROGRAMMABLE
Reviewed by
Tony Bricknell

MODULE
MENNEMINIMENIM
MMINNIIIMIMMINEN

1:1

111---..
IIMMINEMBIO

111111011-111110-

MM.
UMMIIIIMMINNIII

EMINNIII

MIMINNESE-111111

EMMEN.
Nair,
MEM
MEM= II le-b
The RM9010 is a ready -built
single -board fully programmable
timericlock module, supplied
with a comprehensive instruction
leaflet.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of
the module. All connections to the module
are present on a single 9 -way connector.
CON1. The wiring diagram of the RM9010
is shown in Figure 2. Four non -latching
push -to -make switches are required to
control the timer (SW1-SW4), and are
connected to CON1-1 to CON1-4. with a
common connection on CON1-5. An
open -collector switched output is available
on CON1-7 enabling the module to be
used with a variety of different equipment.
Note that this can only switch a maximum
of 50V 100mA. To facilitate the switching
of higher currents. the output may be used
to switch a separate. off -board relay. When
switching DC resistive or inductive loads
up to 16A, it is recommended that the
'Remote Power Switch' kit is used
(LP071-).
For switching 240V AC mains. it is
recommended that the 'Mains OptoSwitch' kit (LP55K) is used. This employs
a zero -crossing fired triac to virtually
eliminate all switching noise that would
otherwise occur. Note that TR1 should not
be inserted, and instead a wire link should
be placed between its collector and emitter
pads on the PCB. as shown in Figure 2.
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* 2 programmable 'on' times

APPLICATIONS

* 2 programmable 'off times

* Security lighting
control

* Manual on off override
and timer enable disable
function

* Recording radio
transmissions at
preset times

* Single + 5V/100mA supply
required

* Clock input for mains
frequency
* 50V 100mA Open -collector
switched output

* Immersion heater
control
* Central heating
control

vcc

VCC

DIG (0-3)

1 C1

C2

10uF

T

7/25V

47nF

f5IG3

DIG2

DIG1

04
BC557b

_L.
GND

03
BC557b

3

DIG3

DIG2

DIG1

7 A CA

DIGO

/S11

6

/s2 4''m,

n R12

U

/S4

1k
OR9

A

1

755

n R10
U 1k

1k

i

rS73- 2

O1211

U 1k

9

/S6 10 G DP

3
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram.

Power Supply
The RM9010 requires a single supply
voltage of +5V, and will draw an absolute
maximum of 100mA. This is applied to
CON1-9 (+5V) and CON1-8 (0V). and a
50112 timebase applied to CON1-6. Figure
3 shows a suitable power supply which
enables the module to be used with 240V
50Hz mains. This circuit can be built on
stripboard: a suggested layout is shown in
Figure 4. Alternatively, using the circuit
shown in Figure 5, the module can operate
from a DC voltage of between 7 and 15V.
In this circuit, the 50Hz timebase is
generated by IC1, with the benefit that the
module can remain operative during a
mains failure. A suggested stripboard
layout for this circuit is shown in Figure 6.
Photos 1 and 2 show the two power
supply circuits, each assembled on pieces
of stripboard.

40

Photo 1. Suggested 240V power supply.
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Figure 2. Wiring diagram.

Operating Instructions
CTo Con 1.
6V

On initial power -up. all internal registers
are set to zero and the module is in 'Set
mode.

pin 6

P1

L

The flashing word 'hour' now invites

RG 1

W005
uA78M05UC

C1

PC Elect. 1000uF 16V

FF I 7T

the user to set the clock to the correct time,
using the HOUR and MIN buttons. If an
incorrect value is entered, pressing the
RESET button returns the displayed time
to 0.00.
Once the correct time has been
entered. pressing the SET button several
times allows the ON1. OFF1. ON2 and
OFF2 times to be displayed. These can be
edited in the same way as the clock time,
by using the HOUR. MIN and RESET

C2

Minidisc 0.1 uF

YR75S

switches.

YN140

After displaying the OFF2 time, the
module reverts to normal clock mode.
indicated by the middle decimal point

C2

N

0.1uF

250mA
Trans.

CTo Con1

pin 8

BR I

01..375

OL28F

250mA 6V Tr

T1

1 6V

Figure 3. 240V 50Hz power supply.
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Figure 4. Suggested 240V stripboard layout.
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flashing. In the clock mode, the functions
of the HOUR. MIN and RESET switches
change to those shown below:

P3

HOUR - Manually turn the output on.
MIN
- Manually turn the output off.
RESET - Controls whether the output is

0

To Con I
pin 6

switched according to the
programmed values or not, by
turning the timer function on
and off. When the timer is
disabled. the middle decimal
point is continuously lit.

mi-3 2768MHz

T XT1

VCI ear

C3

47pF T
P2

P5

OV

To Cool

0

0

Min Res

RI

10M

Cl
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Trimmer 65pF
Crystal 50Hz x 2.16

VC I
XT1
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ICI

pin 8

MI OM
1 6V

The status of the output is always
shown by the right-hand decimal point when illuminated. the output is on.
To re -set the clock. or the
programmed ON and OFF times. it is
necessary to enter the set mode by
pressing the SET button. Successive
depressions of the SET button will now
take the module through CLOCK. ON1.
OFF1, ON2 and OFF2 display set modes.

FFI 7T
YR75S
WX52G
WL72P
FY86T
OL28F
UL83E

Figure 5. 7 to 15V DC power supply.

Applications
This compact clock, timer module. with its
two 24 -hour on/off switch times, is ideal for
controlling immersion heaters and electric
blankets, and for turning lighting on and off
when on holiday (to give the impression
that the house is occupied. etc).
In shops, the module could be used to
switch window display lighting at peak
times and. in industrial process control
applications, valves and heating elements
could be witched at fixed time intervals.

Availability
The Programmable Timer/Clock module is
obtainable from Maplin Electronics by
mail-order or through their numerous
regional stores. The order code is LP87U.
Photo 2. Suggested 7 to 15V power supply.
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Figure 6. Suggested 7 to 15V stripboard layout.
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All
You Need
to Build Your Own

This is the third in a series of easy to -build electronics projects for

complete beginners, who require a
simple and fun starter to electronic
project building. These projects are
ideal for the young person as no
soldering is needed. All the projects
are built on the same type and size
of plastic 'peg -board'. The only
tools needed to build this project,
and the others in the series, are a
pair of wire cutters/strippers and a
small screwdriver; a pair of pliers
would also be useful.

This Month's
Project
As no species of plant have yet
learned to speak, they can not tell
you if they are thirsty. This has
resulted in many pot plants
becoming dead twigs before their
time! You know that they are
suffering from a lack of water when
they start to go brown and their
leaves curl, at which point they are
often beyond hope! This water
detector project has been designed
mainly to show if any water is
present in the soil (or not), warning
you to act before there is any major
damage to any plants. A simple

WATER

INDICATOR
Text by Robert Penfold

\\\'

\

1/4

\.

The finished
Water Indicator.

Please note that the tools and the
battery are not included in the kit.
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probe is pushed into the soil. If the
soil is moist, a light emitting diode
(LED for short) indicator will light up
brightly. If the soil is only slightly
moist the LED will light up dimly.
With no, or hardly any, water in the
soil the LED will not light up at all.

How it Works
These days, there are electronic
sensors for just about everything
under the sun, and one of the

easiest things to sense is water.
Actually this is not quite true. Pure

water does not conduct electricity
very well, making its presence
difficult to detect. However, the
water normally found in the
everyday world is not completely
pure, and even tiny amounts of
impurity are enough to make water
able to pass electricity. This makes it
very easy to detect. Such impurities
are present in tap water, and even
in rain water. The water found in soil
certainly contains enough impurities
to make it easy to detect.

Figure 1. The Water Indicator circuit

diagram.

Figure 1 shows the circuit

diagram for the Water Indicator
project. The probes consist simply of
two pieces of insulated wire (with
their ends stripped bare), which are
pushed into the soil. In electronic

Getting it
Together

LED. Instead, a simple transistor
amplifier must be used, allowing the

tiny amount of electricity flowing
through the soil to produce a larger
flow through the LED.
TR1 is the transistor amplifier,
and LD1 is the indicator LED
connected at TR1's output. R2 limits
the supply current to a level that is
safe for TR1 and LD1. Some of the
current from R2 will also flow into
the probe. This will pass through the
the soil (which simply acts as
another resistor), and then back
through the other probe, where it
can be amplified by TR1. R1,
another resistor, is present to 'tap
off' some of the current from the
probe, and return it to the battery.
This is done to make the circuit less
sensitive, otherwise LD1 would glow
brightly even if there was a :ot of
resistance (in other words, hardly
any water) present in the soil. D1 is
a protection diode; if you should
accidentally try to connect the

having a leadout wire at each end,
and several coloured bands around
their bodies. For R1 these colours
are brown, black, yellow, and gold.
The colours for R2 are orange,
white, brown, and gold. These first
three bands tell us the value of the
resistor. R1 has a value of 100,000
ohms, which is often written as 100
kilohms, or 100k12for short. R2,
however, has a value of 390 ohms
(written as 39012 or 390R for short.)
The fourth band tells us how near to
the given value the resistor is likely
to be. This fourth band is known as
the 'tolerance' band. Unlike diodes
or transistors, it does not matter
which way round resistors are
connected.
b) Next fit the LED, LD1, which is
a 'blob' of clear red plastic, with two
wires coming out of one end. It is
fitted in the position shown on the
guide -sheet, and must be connected
the right way round - or it will not
light up. One side of LD1 is flattened
(the lead on this side of the LED is
known as the cathode (K), while the
lead on the other, rounded, side is
called the anode (A)), see Figure 3.
Make sure that LD1 is fitted so that
the 'flattened' side lines up with the
drawing of the LED printed on the

Firstly, read through this section and
then carefully follow its instructions,
one step at a time. Refer to the
photographs of the finished project
if this helps.

1. Cut out the component
guide -sheet provided with the kit
(which is a full-size copy of Figure
2), and glue it to the top of the
plastic board. Paper glue or gum
should be okay. Do not soak the
paper with glue, a few small 'dabs'
will do.
2. Fit the link -wires to the board
using the self -tapping screws and
washers provided. The link -wires
are made from bare wire. Loop the
wire, in a clockwise direction
around each screw to which it must
connect, taking the wire under the
washers. Do not fully tighten a
screw until all the leads that are
under it are in place, and do not
over -tighten the screws, otherwise
the plastic board may be damaged.
3. Recognise and fit the
components, in the order given
below, using the same method as
for the link wires. Cut the
components' wires so that they are
just long enough to loop around the
screws; otherwise long leads left
flapping around may touch each
other (this is known as a 'shortcircuit') and may stop your circuit
from working.

terms, the 'resistance' of moist soil,
to the flow of an electric current, is
quite low. However, using a small

probe does not permit a large
enough current flow to drive an

a) The first components to be
fitted are Resistors R1 and R2. These
are small sausage -like components
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00

guide -sheet.

c) TR1 should be fitted next to
the board. This has a small black
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battery the wrong way round, Dl
will block the flow of electricity. This
ensures that none of the
components will be damaged.

Figure 2. The layout of the components.
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two press -stud clips on a piece of
plastic and two wires coming from
it, coloured red and black. The red
and black leads should be
connected as shown on the layout
sheet. The 9V PP3 type battery
should be connected to the battery

connector; it will only fit properly
one way round.

Testing and Use

Figure 4. Transistor circuit symbols
and lead identification.

Diode

Figure 3. LED symbol and connections.
Anode(A)

plastic body with three lead -out
wires. It will be marked with the type
number, which in this case is
'BC548'. Other markings may also
be present; you will have to get
used to picking out the important
markings on chips and transistors
(and ignoring the others!). You must
ensure that TR1 is fitted to the board
correctly. Figure 4 shows which lead
is which, making this task easy.
d) The next component to be
fitted is Dl, which is a small tube -like

component having a lead at each
end of its black body. Like LD1, it
must be connected the right way
round (In other words, D1 is a
'polarised' component). Its 'polarity',

I>

Cathode(K)

Figure 5. Diode symbol and
connections (D1).

screws on the board marked
'Probes' - the red wire should go to
the screw nearest to R2 (and the
collector ('C') of the transistor). The
free ends of the two wires (with the
8mm insulation stripped off) form
the probes themselves.
f) Lastly fit the battery connector
and battery. Bl, the connector must
be attached to the board with its
coloured leads the correct way
round. The battery connector has

which tells us the way in which it must
be positioned, is indicated by a white
(or silver) hand close to one end of
the body, see Figure 5. The diode
should be fitted so that the band lines

up with the band on the drawing of
the diode on the guide -sheet.
e) We now need to make the
probes. These are made up from
two pieces of insulated wire
(coloured red and black) and two
pieces of hollow insulated sleeving
(also coloured red and black). The
wire is multi -stranded, which means
that the metal core consists of
several very fine wires. The probes
should be made up as shown in
Figure 6, use wire strippers to
remove the insulation where shown.
The bare ends of the leads should
be twisted together to prevent the
wires from splaying apart and
breaking off. Slide the red sleeving
over the red wire and the black
sleeve over the black wire. This
sleeving forms the body of each
probe. Connect the two wires to the
16

About 8mm of bare wire

PVC Sleeving

Insulated
Leads

When the battery is connected, the
LED should not light, although it will
if the bare ends of the two probes
are connected together. If the unit
does not work in either case,
disconnect the battery at once. The
most likely cause of problems is TR1,
LD1, D1, or the battery being
connected the wrong way round.
Check the connections to these
components carefully. Also make
sure that the fine strands of wire of
the battery clip leads make good
contact with their terminals on the
board.
If all is well, the unit is ready for
use. In order to obtain dependable
results, the two wire probes should
always be held the same distance
(between 10 and 20mm) apart. It is
a good idea to mount the probes on
a wooden handle that will hold
them a suitable distance apart. You
might also like to use some fairly
stout single -strand wire for the
probes. If you wish to make the unit
more sensitive, make the probes
longer by removing more insulation
from the wires. To make the unit less
sensitive, trim the wires back slightly.

Other Uses
Lie Detector
This unit is really just a detector of
high resistances. This can be the
resistance of your body. If you try
holding the bare ends of the two
probes, LD1 might light up dimly.
You will probably have to hold them
quite hard to make anything
happen, though. If you have no
luck, try removing R1, which will
substantially increase the sensitivity
of the circuit. Simple lie detectors
work by measuring skin resistance.
In other words, if the subject
(victim?) tells the truth the brightness
of the LED will remain unchanged. If
they tell a lie they sweat more, and
the LED lights more brightly.
Perhaps this is something not to be
taken too seriously - because this
method of lie detection has never
proved very reliable in scientific
tests!

Availability
About 5mm
5mm of bare wire

Figure 6. Preparing the probes.

The Funtronics Water Indicator is
available from Maplin Electronics,
through our chain of regional
stores, or by mail order, order code
LP9OX

.

WATER INDICATOR
PARTS LIST
RESISTORS
R1

R2

100k 1/4W 5% Carbon Film
390111/4W 5% Carbon Film

SEMICONDUCTORS
TR1
BC548
LD1
D1

LED Red

1N4001

MISCELLANEOUS
Self -Tapping Screw No.6 x 3/sin.
Washer 4BA
PP3 Clip

12
12
1

Tinned Copper Wire 0.71 mm
30cm
Black Wire 7/0-2mm
30cm
Red Wire 7/0.2mm
30cm
Black 2mm Sleeving
30cm
Red 2mm Sleeving
30cm
Base Board
Instruction Leaflet and Layout Sheet 1
1

'Please Note: length is approximate
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RATING

PART ONE
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DISPLAY SYSTEM
hi/t. t/t

Text by John Koushappas and Martin Pipe
Design by John Koushappas
Development by Tony Bricknell

System Overview and
Moving Message Display Module
n recent years, moving message displays
have become widely available
commercially, and can now be seen in
many shop windows, post offices, railway
stations, airports and even on television. The
basis of these systems is often a fixed -length
light emitting diode (LED) display controlled
by a microcomputer system, the messages
being entered on a miniature keyboard and
stored in non-volatile memory.
There are three basic addressing
techniques that can be used to output
messages to the LED displays. These are
column scanning addressing, row scanning
addressing and direct access addressing.
Commercial message displays often employ
row scanning addressing, whereby the
relevant LEDs of only one row are on at any
particular time, the data for the row being
stored in a long shift register. As the display
is scanned from top to bottom (or from
bottom to top), there is a time lag between
the rows and this results in the characteristic
'slant' in the letters of the message as it
18

)11000
FEATURES
* Designed for use with any computer equipped with three
8 -bit I/O ports - e.g., an IBM PC or compatible equipped
with the Maplin 24 -line PI/0 card * Easily programmable
from BASIC * Expandable to 32 boards by 'daisy -chaining'
41
modules together * Large viewing area makes display
highly readable in all lighting conditions * Programmable
scrolling in all directions * Facilities for fade up/down
* Programmable 'fizzle' effects * Direct pixel addressing
for Speed (Animations, etc.) * Easy to Build

APPLICATIONS
* Shop Displays * Announcements in Public Areas
* Attention Grabbing! * Special Effects
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Computer Requirements

A bank of display modules.
travels from right to left (or vice versa) across
the LED display. Column scanning works on
the same principles, but manipulates one
column at a time instead.
This moving message display system
uses a direct access architecture, and is fully
controlled by a host computer. As a result,
a wide variety of display techniques can be
employed, all programmed in BASIC by the
user. The system can, with appropriate
programming, perform any of the functions
seen on commercial displays.
A unique feature of this moving message
display system is that it has been designed
to be expandable. The unit module of this
system is the Moving Message Display
Module. The system is expandable from
one module up to a maximum of 32 display
modules, giving a 2.6m long high -resolution
display, which is comparable with the largest
commercial displays. All the necessary
electronics to drive the LED display are also
contained on the same board. As a result,
the modules are easy to build.
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Figure la. Binary representation of the
character 'A' in matrix form.
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As the system is computer controlled, you
obviously must have a computer to connect
the hardware tol The computer can be any
type provided it meets certain hardware and
software specifications. The computer must
have two 8 -bit plus one 2 -bit, parallel latching
output ports. For example, the Intel 8155
and 8255 PPI (Programmable Peripheral
Interface) are suitable. The 8255 PPI, out of
interest, is used in the Maplin 24 -line PI/0
Card. Note that an IBM PC's printer port is
not suitable.
From the software point of view, this
project requires a BASIC interpreter (or
compiler). For the expandable display, the
BASIC interpreter must be capable of directly
calling machine code routines. This will
involve some advanced programming. This
project will focus on the GWBASIC Interpreter
running on an IBM PC compatible computer,
but other types of BASIC can be used.
For interconnection of the display to the
computer, knowledge of how to correctly
conned to the parallel ports will be required.
Examples will be given for connection to the

Maplin 24 -line PI/0 card.
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This four-part series will describe the design
and construction of an expandable moving
message display system. In this, the first part,
we look at the display board and the
expandable nature of the system.
In the second part, we will look at how
the single display module can be interfaced
with a computer. Also discussed will be the
controller board, which is used to supervise
each pair of display modules in the
completed Moving Message Display, and
the display configuration options available.
In the third part, the expandable PSU which powers the complete display system will be covered. In the fourth and final part,
we will discuss how the overall system is put
together, along with interfacing, testing and
programming.
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Component -side view of the control logic PCB.
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Figure 1 b. Calculating bit values for the character matrix.

0

Track -side view of the control logic PCB.
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Moving Messages
Messages are made up by a computer
program which converts the letters in the
words of your messages into an array of
l's and '0's. This arrangement is called a bit
pattern. For all the alphanumeric characters
you want to use, you can design a
corresponding bit pattern into the program.
Figure 1(a) shows how the letter 'A' is
represented.

When arranged to fit into the grid of
Figure 1(b), it is possible, for any character,
to calculate the totals for each of the columns
to 6. The numbers across the top of the
grid show which column you are calculating
for and the numbers down the left show the
decimal value for each bit in the character.
Adding up the decimal numbers
corresponding to a '1' in each column will
give a total for each column representing
that part of the character. The set of totals for
all six columns then describe the whole
character's bit pattern. Thus the bit pattern for
1

Close-up showing Minicon terminals fitted to the right angle pin strip.
latch number 1 is selected by the Col line,
that latch can read the data on the data bus.
When that column is deselected, the octal
data latch number 1 stores or latches that
data.

If a different piece of data is placed on
the data bus by the computer via the port
and the buffer, this does not affect data latch
number 1, which is currently storing the
previous data sent on the bus. Data latch
number 2 can now be used to read the new
data on the data bus. This is repeated for all
the latches in the module.
With all eight octal data latches now
holding data, the data can now be output
whenever it is required. This is achieved by
enabling the tri-state buffers from the Display
Control buffer line. This is a special control
line which is controlled from another of the
computer's ports. When it is low, all the
buffers are disabled and the display is
turned off. When this control line is taken
high, all the buffers are turned on and the
LEDs are turned on corresponding to the
data in each of the latches.
Physically, to save space the Moving
Message Display Module is built up on two
PCBs - one with the control logic, and
another with the 64 LEDs on it.

'A' in our example is 124,18,17,18,124,0.
The method the computer program uses
to choose these numbers is called the look -up
table method. A look -up table is a predefined
table of values corresponding to each letter
or character. This look -up table may be

embedded in the computer program itself, or
may be loaded by the program as a data file.
The joining together of several bit patterns
corresponding to words and sentences may
be executed by the program in one
operation. Thus the program which converts
into it into one long bit
the text you
pattern is called a Bit Pattern Compiler.
The compiled bit pattern is then held in a
continuous piece of memory which stores the
whole message ready for the displaying
program to use.

The Moving Message
Display Module
The architecture of the Moving Message
Display Module is shown in the block
diagram of Figure 2. The 8 -bit computer port
designated to be the 'data port' connects to
the inputs of the data bus buffer. The outputs
of this buffer feed eight octal data latches
simultaneously from the module's data bus.
The 8 -bit port designated to be the
'Control Port' generates the eight column

control lines, Col to Cob. When octal data

C
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Co.2

.1

The Moving Message
Display Controller
Board
When more than one moving message
display module is required in your display
system, the 8 -bit 'Control Port' has to be
decoded.
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Figure 2. Display module block diagram.
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The purpose of the controller circuit in
this system is to generate individual control
output (Co) lines for each column of LEDs
that are selected. A parallel access
architecture was adopted so that any column
of LEDs could be accessed with one
computer program instruction. This parallel
architecture is evident from the board's block
diagram, shown in Figure 3.
There are two stages of decoding.
The first decoder decodes the upper nibble
(i.e. bits 4 to 7) of the control port into 16
individual lines. Each one of these lines can
then select a second stage (4 to 16 line
decoder), which decodes the lower nibble
of the control port. Out of each second stage
decoder emerge 16 control lines, each of
which selects a column of LEDs on the moving
message display module.
The architecture of the controller thus
simply breaks down the 8 -bit control port
into a maximum of 256 individual control
lines. Of course, if only two display modules
are used, then only the upper nibble decoder
chip and one lower nibble decoder chip are
required. Therefore the controller system is
sub -divided into modules proportional to the
number of display modules required. There
are two decoders on the first controller board
in an expandable system, and only one
decoder on each subsequent controller board.
Each controller board thus supplies control
lines for two display modules.

How the Two Modules
Link Together
The data bus buffer and display control
buffer outputs of the Moving Message
Display Module are sent out of the module
in the same parallel fashion as they entered.
These outputs can therefore pass the same
data to another identical module connected
to the first module. This type of expansion is
called daisy -chaining.
Similarly, the idea of daisy -chaining has
been applied to the controller board. The
result is a moving message display system
which is completely expandable, from one
display module up to a maximum of 32
display modules. The minimum system is a
single module with no controller board. The
minimum expandable system, or 'Base
System', is two display modules and one
controller board. Expansion continues at a
rate of two display modules to one controller
board up to a maximum of 32 display
modules and 16 controller boards. The
expandable structure of how the modules
lin( together is shown in Figure 4.

Any data present on the inputs (DO to D7)
will pass directly to the outputs when the LE
Controller Board

(latci enable) pin is high, as shown in the
timing diagram of Figure 6. (A cross -over
in the data input and data output timing
diagram indicates a general transition For
each of the eight bits denoted by the word
'data'). When LE is taken low, the data is
latched on the outputs (Stage 'C' of Figure
6). Any subsequent change in the data while
LE is low is not registered on the outputs
because the latch is not in transparent mode
(Stages 'A' and 'C' of Figure 6). The data
thus latched can be output to the LEDs which
form the display. The LEDs will show this
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The LEDs' anodes conned directly to
the Q outputs and all the cathodes are
commoned to ground. There are no current
limiting resistors used in this design - the
reasons for this will become evident later.
As a result, quite a high current is made
available to each LED, which can give the
display a high level of brightness, even with
standard LEDs. The LED can theoretically
draw a current of up to 58mA, although in
practice the current is around 16mA.
However, this does not adversely harm the
TTL driver; in practice the 74LS series of ICs
with buffered outputs will cope with the
heavy load placed on them by direct LED
coup ing indefinitely. The chip body may run
warm but it will not be affected or damaged.
This method of driving the LEDs is explained

01

Even Module

Figure 3. Controller board block diagram.
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There are eight of these circuits, based
around IC4 to 11, for each column of LEDs.
The first column, controlled by IC4, consists
of LD1 to 8 inclusive; the second, controlled
by IC5, consists of LD17 to 24 inclusive, and

Data Flow in Daisy Chain

= Data Link between Modules

Figure 4. Moving Message Display System overall block diagram.

Moving Message
Display Module Circuit Description
As can be seen from Figure 5, the circuit
diagram, an 74LS244 octal non -inverting
buffer, IC2, is included on each Moving
Message Display Module. This serves two
functions. It isolates the eight octal latches
of the display from the driving output port
which supplies the data, via PL2. It drives,
or fans out to, the eight octal latches, thus
maintaining TTL data integrity. It also drives
a ninth device, namely the data bus buffer
on the next moving message display module,
in the complete system.
The OE (active high enable) display
control buffer carries out the same functions
as the data bus buffer in that it isolates the
display from the output port of the host
computer whilst driving the eight octal latches.
It also performs another function in that it
performs two inversions. Firstly, it generates
an OE line from the active high one (present
on the PL2 input) for IC4 to IC11. BuFering
is also proviced by the gate - remember that
there will be nine devices driven from it. The
OE line is then inverted again to give an
output of OE to leave the module as it entered.
The heart of the circuit is the 74LS373,
which is an octal transparent data latch.
Eight of these devices are used (ICs 4 to 11)
- one for each column of LEDs. Each
74LS373 has eight data inputs (DO to D7)
and eight outputs (QO to 07), each of which
has an LED connected to it.
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Moving Message
Display Module
Construction

Data Transparent
LE

Data Latched

I=MIM=M1

Data Input

The Display Module consists of two separate
boards; one that contains the LEDs, and
another that contains the controlling logic.
The PCB legends and track layouts of each
PCB are shown in Figures 8a and 8b.
Construction is fairly straightforward if the
following information, along with that
provided in the Constructors' Guide (supplied
with the kit), is followed.

Data Output
Cl

C

Figure 6. Timing diagram.
The column control lines enter the module
via connector PL3. Each line connects to the
74LS373 Latch Enable (bar) input. For the
single module, the source of the control lines
is directly from the second parallel output
port from the computer. The circuit detail
shown boxed around IC4 and LD1 to 8 is
repeated for ICs 5 to 11 and LEDs 9 to 64.
The moving message display module has
its own voltage regulator on board, which is
based around the standard variable voltage
regulator, the LM317T. Employing a variable
voltage regulator reduces the overall current

consumption to approximately 1A, by
reducing the TTL supply voltage. It also yields
two useful consecuences, in that it allows a
simple yet powerul unregulated power
supply to be the external power source for
the display module (this will be covered in
the final part of the series). In addition, the
intensity of the LED display can be preset
and fully controlled by hardware, as a result
of having control of the output voltage of the
regulator, as well as by software. Capacitors
C3 to 12 (0.1pF) decouple the power supply
for IC2 to 11.

LED PCB

It should be noted that the theory given
above has been deliberately simplified to
illustrate the point made. It is not a fully
accurate representation of the actual output
impedance; there are many other factors
which have a bearing on the output
impedance (e.g., Ro increases as V,
decreases, and power transfer is non-linear
when R is not equal to R. - as will be the
case with an LED used in place of R.).
The discussion of output impedance
above is a general theory used in the field
of amplifiers which can be used equally well
in this case. However, the output impedance
calculations/measurements discussed here
do not relate directly to calculations of TTL
fan in/out. For these, Vo must be maintained
at, or above, the minimum voltage
considered to represent logic 1 which is,
typically, 2-4V. Buffers can drive devices
down to a load of 13352

Fit each LED so that it is flush against the
PCB, as shown in Figure 9. The flat side
of the package should be lined up with the
corresponding PCB legend. Each LED should
be pressed against the PCB just prior to
soldering it into position; this ensures flush
mounting (and hence a tidy appearance)
without having to reposition the device unnecessarily reheating the joint may
damage the LED and board.

Control Logic PCB
Begin construction with the resistors and the
preset, followed by the capacitors and IC
sockets. Attach the heatsink, regulator and
insulator to the PCB using the M3 nut,
shakeproof washer and 10mm bolt, as
shown in Figure 10. Cut the supplied 12 -way
right angle pin strip into separate 2 -way and

Why are the LEDs
Direct -Driven?
LS TTL gates have a limit to the number of
devices that can be driven from their outputs
since, unlike their CMOS counterparts, their
input impedance is rather low.
The output of one LS TTL gate can drive
ically 10 LS TTL inputs; in order to achieve
this, the output impedance of an LS TTL gate
has to be very low.
An experiment to find the output
impedance of an LS TTL driver can be
carried out using the theory of impedance
matching. This states that maximum power
will be transferred when the load impedance
matches the output impedance. In Figure 7a,
this would be when R equals the LS TTL
output im
ance R. This is found by first
measuring V. without R, connected - giving
the no load voltage, V,. A load, R1, is then
introduced. The resistance of R1 is decreased
until V. falls to Vt/2 (R. and Ro form a
potential divider); at this point, its value will
be that of the LS TTL output impedance. The
value of the output impedance for a typical
LS TTL buffer device will typically be in the
range of 35 to 4052.
This information is given because it shows
that LEDs can be connected directly to the
outputs of LS TTL gates without resistors
being required. Figure 7b shows that an LED

will draw approximately 58mA with full
supply voltage applied to the TTL gate. A LS
TTL output will thus regulate the current
drawn by an LED connected directly to it.
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Component -side view of the LED PCB.
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Figure 7a. TTL output impedance calculations.
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1.8

37.5

= 58.7mA
Figure 7b. LED drive current calculations.
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unwanted 31 sections! 20 -way lengths
should be cut off each of the 32 -way strips,
and mated with two of the 20 -way socket
strips (the thinner pins mate with the socket).
Two 12 -way sections should be left; one
of these should have a strip of four removed
to leave a 8 -way length. This, together with
the remaining 12 -way section, should be
mated with the third 20 -way socket strip.
The remaining pin, together with the
4 -way section prepared earlier, should be
mated with the 5 -way socket. Again, if you
are purchasing the components separately',
you will have to buy another 20 -way socket
strip, cutting off the unwanted 15 sections.
Assemble the PCBs and connectors as
shown in Figure 10 (the pin end of the
connectors are fitted to the main PCB); use
the M3 spacers, screws, nuts and washers to
temporarily hold the whole assembly together.
Solder the pin connectors to the main PCB,
and partly solder the socket connectors to the
LED PCB. Note that you cannot fully solder
these connectors as only the outer side of the
joint is accessible - the important thing is to
make sure that the sockets are at the correct

00 000000
LD4,

`10:5 o o

oooo

0000000b
L025

000000b
00000000

°oL'

000000000
Figure 8a. LED PCB legend.

1 0 -way strips (note that if you are buying the
components separately, the smallest size

available is 36 -way (PiA/600)) Solder the
Minicon terminals to the 10 -way right-angle
pin strip, as shown in Figure 1
Note that
the end of the pin should line up with the
second tag, so that the 1 0 -way Min icon
housing will fit into place properly.
Figure 12 shows the PCB positions of all
connectors. Note from this diagram that PL3,
the 1 0 -way straight pin strip (square crosssection) is fitted from the solder side of the
1

.

PCB.

All other connectors, including the
10 -way right-angle pin strip with Minicon
housing prepared earlier, are fitted on the
component side of the board. Supplied in the
kit are two 32 -way, and one single -way, pin
strips (these are characterised by the round
cross-section of the pins). Single -way pin
strips are not available separately; if you are
buying components separately you will have
to buy another 32 -way, discarding the

Track -side view of the LED PCB.
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Figure 8b. Driver PCB legend. Note: DO NOT fit LK I or LK2.
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height when the time comes to solder them
properly.
Next, separate the two PCBs and
complete the soldering of the connectors on
the LED PCB. Insert the ICs into the
appropriate sockets. After a thorough
inspection for misplaced components and
soldering problems, the two PCBs can now
be permanently reassembled together.

Mount all LED's
Flush with PCB
(Th

Circuit Link Options
There are two optional links, LK1 and LK2.
LK1 is a Module Supply bypass, while L.K2 is
concerned with maintaining a signal ground
between two moving message display
boards in an expandable system. The links
will be covered in subsequent articles; at this
stage of the project, these links are not used
and MUST NOT be fitted.
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Figure 9. LED PCB assembly.

Moving Message
Display Module Testing
To check the Moving Message Display

Module, a 9V power supply capable of
sourcing at least 1A is required. An
appropriately set-up bench PSU is ideal; if
you do not have one of these, a large

shown in Figure 13) is grounded (note that
pin 1 of PL2 is a ground connection), the
LEDs should go out.
If the LEDs do not all come on when
power is applied, do not panic, as the inputs
may be floating low.
The other eight pins of PL2 are the eight

battery (e.g., PP9) will suffice.
Before tests can begin, it is probably
worth checking the assembly of the complete
module again - any mistakes rectified at this
stage could save money, time and frustration
later. RV1 should now be turned fully
anticlockwise.
The power supply should be applied to
PL1, as shown in Figure 13. After connecting
a DMM between the output and ground,
RV1 should be turned clockwise until a
reading of 3.9V is obtained. All of the LEDs
should light up, since the output enable (OE)

data inputs (DO to D7) When OE is high
(i.e all the LEDs are lit) and one (or more)
of these data inputs are grounded, then the
corresponding rows should be blanked out. If
one or more fail to respond to this treatment,
check your work again for solder bridges,
misplaced components or dry joints.

Specification
Power Supply Requirement:
Computer Interface Required
Data Feed:
Hardware Control:
Display type:
PCB Dimensions:

Viewing area:
Test Programs (Part 2):
Message Effects:

9V unregulated, 1A maximum
2 x 8 -bit and 1 x 2 -bit parallel latching output ports
Parallel Load

Direct Addressing, Hardware Blanking
64 5mm Red LEDs in an 8 x 8 matrix with 10mm spacing
5.8in. x 3.2in.
3.2in. x 3.2in.
BASIC

Scroll left, scroll right, scroll up, scroll down,
fade up, fade down, flash, animations.

and data inputs normally float 'high'. When
the OE line (present on pin 2 of PL2, as
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Figure 10. Fitting voltage regulator and final assembly.
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View Looking on Component Side of PCB (CHM-)
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Figure 11. Minicon assembly.
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Next Month
In Part 2, we take a look at the interfacing,
and software testing, of the Moving Message
Display Module, and an in-depth look at the
Controller Board.
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Figure 12. Fitting connectors to control logic PCB.
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Glossary
Column scanning
Direct access

Row scanning
Bit Pattern

Bit Pattern Compiler
Daisy -chaining
Data
Decoder (4 to 16 line)
Fizzle
Look -up table

Non-volatile memory
Nibble
PPI

8255 PPI

8155 RIOT

Illuminate one column at a time continuously from left to right.
Access any column at any time, in any order. Not necessary to continuously scan the display.
Illuminate a whole row at a time continuously from top to bottom.
Arrangement of '1's and '0's which defines a complete character or picture.
Program which converts text into bit patterns.
Identical units joined together to make one large unit.
One byte of a bit pattern.
Takes 4 -bit binary input and outputs to only one line out of the 16 available output lines.
Message builds up by lights turning on in a random order.
Predefined table of bit patterns for each of the characters used. A look -up table is usually structured such that
the data it contains can be easily looked up, for example, by a mathematical formula or relationship.
Memory which does not lose its contents when the power supply to it is removed.
Group of 4 bits (half a byte)
Parallel Peripheral Interface. A special IC which allows the computer to connect with an external piece of
equipment or circuit.

A programmable IC containing three 8 -bit parallel input/output ports; when set up as output ports, they
are latching; when set up as input ports, they are non -latching. Used in the Maplin 24 -line P I 0 (Programmable
Input/Output card) for the IBM series of PCs and their clones.
RAM Input/Output Timer. Similar to above but contains two 8 -bit, and one 6 -bit parallel input/output ports.
It also contains some RAM and a timer. More common on older 8 -bit Intel -based systems.
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MOVING MESSAGE DISPLAY MODULE PARTS LIST
RESISTORS: All 0.6W 1% Metal Film (Unless specified)
RI
R2

RV2

24052
43052
10052 Hor Encl Preset

(M240R)
(M430R)

1

1

(UF97F)

1

CAPACITORS

Cl
C2

C3-12

22pF 16V Minelect
10pF 16V Minelect
100nF 16V Miniclisc

(YY36P)

10

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
LM317T
IC2
74LS244
74LSO4

74LS373

8

LEDI -64

LED Red 5mm

64

MISCELLANEOUS
DIL Socket 14 -pin
DIL Socket 20 -pin
Powerfin Heatsink

Insulator TO220
Skt. Hsg Terminal
Socket Housing 10 -way
Plug Assm 10 -way R/A
Pin Strip 36 -way R/A
Pin Strip 36 -way
Pin Strip 32 -way
Socket Strip 20 -way
Spacer M3 x 1/2in.
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Instruction Leaflet

(YR75S)

Constructors' Guide

(QQ56L)

Pkt

(FG32K)

Pkt

(JD61 R)

Pkt

(BF44X)
(JY22Y)
(JY26D)

Pkt
Pkt

(GH28F)
(GH29G)

LED PCB

(YY34M)

(UF27E)

IC3
IC4-11

Spacer M3 x Vein.
Steel Nut M3
Shakeproof Washer M3
Steel Screw M3 x lOmm
Screw Screw M3 x 25mm
Control Logic PCB

OPTIONAL (Not in Kit)
PP9 9V Battery
PP9 Battery Clips

(XU05F)
(XH79L)

Set

(FM05F)
(HF27E)

(YFO4E)

(BL18U)

1

9
1

1

1

Pkt

(HQ77J)
(FG55K)
(QY45Y)
(YW25C)

1

1

3

4
Pkt

The above items (excluding Optional) are
available as a kit, which offers a saving
over buying the parts separately.
Order As LT21X (Moving Message Display Module)

(JW59P)
(JR74R)
(KP51F)

Move Mess C/Logic PCB Order As GH28F.
Move Mess LED PCB Order As GH29G.

(JW600)

1

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' Service is available for this project,
see Constructors' Guide or current Maplin Catalogue for details.

Please Note. Where 'package' quantities are stated in the
Parts List (e.g., packet, strip, reel, etc.), the exact quantity
required to build the project will be supplied in the kit.
The following new items (which are included in the kit)
are also available separately, but are not shown in
the current Maplin Catalogue.

(FY94C)
(RK68Y)

1

1

(YH15R)
(WL27E)

(FG34M)

used to drive IC2, a 14 -stage binary ripple
counter, and gate N4 of IC4. The output
from N4, a Schmitt trigger, drives gates N6
to N10 of IC5 which are used to provide a
gated 40kHz pulse to transmitter
transducer SEN1.
The reflected ultrasonic pulses are
picked -up by the receiver transducer SEN2
and amplified by A2 and A3 of IC6, a low
noise J-FET amplifier, and converted into a
trigger pulse by A4 of IC6. These are fed
to the time/delay comparison circuit formed
by IC3 and N1, N2 an N3 of IC4. N5 of IC5
provides the drive to the buzzer, BUZ1.
Resistors R7 and R8 provide a half supply reference voltage to Al of IC6
which sets the switching threshold for A4
of IC6. Diode D5 provides protection in the
unfortunate event of reverse battery
connection.

PCB Assembly

Text by John Mosely

FEATURES

* Easy to install * Adjustable range
* Audible warning of obstacles
ssist your parking skills (or your
partners!), by adding this shortrange ultrasonic RADAR system
to your vehicle. It will detect objects and
'measure' their distance by means of
sensors mounted on the back of your car.
The unit will allow you to accurately judge
the amount of clear space behind your
vehicle and detect possible unseen
hazards within the radar range. The unit
emits an audible 'bleep' when your car
has reached a preset minimum distance
from the obstacle.

Circuit Description
The circuit diagram, Figure 1, illustrates
circuit operations for the transmitter and
the way in which the receiver is used to
produce a warning signal. Reflected
ultrasonic pulses require a significant
amount of signal processing before they
can be used to activate the preset minimum

distance alarm signal. It is the propagation
delay of the 40kHz ultrasound waves
passing through the atmosphere, when
reflected by a large object, i.e., a car, that
is used to calculate the distance between
the radar unit and the object. The distance
can be set in the range measuring 5cm to
1.5m. As soon as the preset minimum
distance is reached, an acoustic alarm
signal will be heard. In practice, this means
you are about to hit the obstacle!
101 along with crystal Xl, and C1, C2
and R1 produce a clock signal which is

Specification
Measuring range:

5cm to 1.5m

Transmission frequency: 40kHz
Power supply:

10 to 15V DC
16mA max.

The kit is in two main parts, the main PCB
(marked P3502B) containing the majority
of the ICs and other components, and the
receiver PCB (marked P3502S) supporting
both transmitter and receiver ultrasonic
transducers. Included in the kit is an
instruction booklet which lists the complete
easy to follow, step-by-step. construction
details; so construction should proceed
smoothly. The Maplin project construction
rating for this kit is set at a 2, indicating
that it is easy to build, but not suitable for
absolute beginners as setting -up and
testing is required.
Bend and fit two wire links at the points
marked J on the main PCB. Next mount
the five resistors and the five diodes,
observing the correct polarity of the diodes.
Install the 5.2428MHz crystal by laying the
crystal flat against the PCB and securing it
by means of a wire strap before soldering
the connections. The five IC sockets can
now be soldered into the board, followed
by the capacitors, again observing the
polarity of both the IC holders and the
capacitors. The trimmer RV1 and the two
4 -pole screw connectors, J1 and J2, can
now be soldered to the board followed by
the buzzer. Be sure to insert the longest
lead of the buzzer into the positive marked
hole. Finally insert the five ICs into their
respective sockets (all of them orientated
towards the 'free' side of the PCB).
Assembling the transmitter/receiver
PCB follows a similar method to the main
PCB: Firstly the resistors, followed by the
IC socket, the transistor T1, the capacitors
and finally the six -pole screw connector J1.
The sensors can be soldered either
directly into the PCB board or soldered
to terminals to provide a vertical mounting.
This will depend on how you intend to
mount the unit in a box for use in your car.
The terminals of the sensors which are
connected to the housing must be soldered
to the terminal marked '-'. Note SENS1,
the transmitter is type MA40A5S or
equivalent and SENS2, the receiver, is
type MA40A5R or equivalent. Insert the
IC, a TL074, into its socket observing the
correct orientation.
This completes the assembly of the two
PCBs. You should now check your work
very carefully making sure there are no
dry joints, and the components are in the
correct position and orientation.
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about 70cm. If you do not, then check the
PCBs and wiring for short circuits etc.

Installation
Mount the transmitter/receiver PCB in a
suitable plastic box, which can be in either
of two different ways (depending on where
the unit is to be fixed on the car):
1) With the sensors in the horizontal
position (Figure 2): Fit the four terminals
for SENS1 and SENS2 and solder the
sensors to the terminals so that they are
horizontal with respect to the PCB. Drill
two holes in the box as shown. Install the
PCB behind the holes using plastic pillars,
so that the sensors are aligned facing the
holes without touching the box.
Or

2) With the sensors in the vertical
position (Figure 3): In this case the
sensors are simply mounted on the PCB.
Now drill the holes in the box as shown on
the drawing. Install the PCB behind the
holes using plastic pillars, so that the
sensors are facing the holes without
touching the box.
To help keep water out of the unit,
cover the holes on the inside of the box
with a piece of very fine wire gauze (see
Figure 3). If the meshes of the wire gauze
are to wide to prevent water penetration,
the gauze should be doubled up two, or
four times before fixing it to the holes.

Figure 2. Horizontal method of mounting the
sensors.
Figure 1. Circuit diagram.

Testing

The Receiver PCB with the sensors
mounted vertically.
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Connect the points GND, +V, RW, DIS, S1
and S2 on the main PCB to the
corresponding points on the transmitter/
receiver PCB. Make sure that the distance
between the transmitter/receiver PCB and
the main PCB is at least 50cm - adjust the
trimmer RV1 to its mid -way position.
Connect a 12V DC power supply (or a
battery) between the points GND and +V.
If you hold your hand, or a sheet of paper,
in front of the sensors you should hear the
sound of the buzzer when the distance
from the object to the sensors decrease to

Figure 3. Vertical method of mounting the
sensors.

Above left: The completed Receiver PCB
mounted in its box.

Above right: The foam rubber supplied with
the kit is used to fill the space between the
sensors.
Left: The completed main PCB. If preferred,
the buzzer may be positioned remotely from
the PCB and connected by flying leads.

Fill the space between the two sensors
with the piece of foam rubber which is
included in the kit. Make a small hole in
the bottom of the box in order to allow any
water that may have entered the box to
run out. When you are satisfied with the
installation it is worth sealing the box joints
with silicon rubber to help make the box
as water tight as possible. Find a suitable
place somewhere in the boot or back of
the car, to install the main PCB (if possible
as close as possible to the sensors, see
below). You may prefer to mount the main
PCB in a small plastic box for protection,
so that the buzzer can be heard a hole, or
series of holes, may have to be drilled in
the box.
Find a suitable place, at the rear of
the car, approximately in the middle, for
installing the sensors either underneath or
above the bumper. The sensors should be
positioned on an horizontal plane. Before
fixing the transmitter/receiver unit, connect
a length of 6 -core cable (or screened
5 -core, with the shielding connected to the
GND). This cable is then connected to the
corresponding connectors on the main
PCB.

Sensor

Fine Wire
Gauze

Case

Figure 4. Fitting the fine wire gauze.

P3502B

S2
0

S1
0

DIS RW +V GND GND +
0

0

0

0

Fuse

1=I

Assuming negative earth, connect the
GND terminal of the main PCB to the
chassis of the car. The +V terminal of the
main PCB should be connected to the
positive lead on the reversing lamp, via a
100mA fuse.

The circuit is activated as soon as the
gear stick is shifted into reverse (this is
indicated by a `bip' tone) and will now
detect any obstacle within the range of the
sensors. The detection distance (i.e. the

.-Sensor

.-Case

Connections

In Use

Fine Wire
/ Gauze

1 OOmA

Reversing
Light

0

0

S2

S1

0

0

0

0

DIS RW +V GND
P3502S

Figure 5. Wiring up the two boards.
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sensitivity) can be adjusted by the trimmer
RV1 -a practical distance is approximately
25 to 30cm from the back of the car. You
will find it easier to adjust the trimmer with
the help of a second person who can
judge the distance from outside car (this
should stop you damaging a neighbour's
car!). If the buzzer cannot be heard easily,
try repositioning the buzzer nearer to the
driver's seat - this will require the buzzer
being connected to the main PCB by a
suitable long flying lead.
IMPORTANT: It is recommended that
you cover the sensors with adhesive tape
when washing the car, so that no water
gets into the transmit or receiver sensors.

The completed Receiver Unit with protective gauze.

PARKING RADAR PARTS LIST
MAIN PCB
RESISTORS
R1

10M

R2

R3, R4

22k
27k

2

R5

47052

1

RV1

470k

1

CAPACITORS
C1, C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

12pF Ceramic
22nF Ceramic
10nF Ceramic
100nF Ceramic
470pF Radial Electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
4060BE
1C2
4020BC
IC3
4068BE
IC4
4093BP
4049BC
IC5
D1-4
1N4148 (or equivalent)
D5
1 N4000 Series Diode
MISCELLANEOUS
JI, J2
4 -pole PCB -mounting
Terminal Block
BUZ 1
Buzzer
X1
5-2428MHz Crystal
PCB

1
1

2
1

JI

6 -pole PCB -mounting
Terminal Block

1

SENS1

1

SENS2

MA40A5S (or equivalent)
MA40A5R (or equivalent)
PCB
14 -pin DIL Socket

1
1
1
1

4
1

2
1

1
1

OPTIONAL (Not in Kit)
Plastic Box D-003
Plastic Box MB8
M3 Insulated Spacers
6 -Core Cable

Zip Wire
Wire Gauze
Silicon Rubber Sealant
In -line Fuse Holder
100mA 11/4in. Fuse

1

If req.
1pkt

As req.
If req.
As req.
As req.
1
1

(ZBO1B)

(KC90X)
(FS38R)
(XS54J)
(XR39N)

(RX51F)
(WR08J)

1

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' Service is available
for this project, see Constructors' Guide or
current Maplin Catalogue for details.

15k

4

The above items (excluding Optional)
are available in kit form only.
Order As VE08J (Parking Radar)

1k

2

10k

1

1

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER PCB
RESISTORS
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1

SEMICONDUCTORS
TL074CN
IC6
T1
BC547
MISCELLANEOUS

1

1

2

2
3

14 -pin DIL Socket
16 -pin DIL Socket

R7-10
R11,12
R13

CAPACITORS
C7,8
10nF Ceramic
C9
100nF Ceramic
10pF Radial Electrolytic
C10
C11
100pF Radial Electrolytic

Please Note: Some parts, which are specific to this project
(e.g., PCBs), are not available separately.

MONITOR

EFFCAND

COTS
MODULE
;':
Th fL

PROJECT

H."Th'

RATING

This module incorporates all the
buffering and amplification for 'effects
send' and 'effects return' loops for one
of the stereo master channels in a mixing
desk, such as the 'Modular Mixing System'.
Two are therefore required, one for each
channel.
An interesting feature is the notch filter
provided for the monitor channel. Apart
from simple level attenuation (i.e. a 'volume
control'), this circuit provides control over
two parameters. Firstly, the Q -factor of the

active filter - the 'width' of the notch is adjustable between 0.4 and 2.5. This
corresponds to an -3dB bandwidth variable
between 840Hz and 1.7kHz. Secondly,
the centre ('target') frequency can be varied
across a significant part of the audio band 100Hz to 10kHz. An adjustable notch filter
is considerably useful in greatly reducing,
or eliminating, acoustic feedback. Live
performers often use 'foldback' speakers,
which are arranged to face them so that
they can monitor themselves playing.
Under certain conditions this can create a
terrible din, if the foldback level is advanced
too far, since the microphone or guitar pickup (the input), being in close proximity to
the loudspeaker output, creates a feedback
loop, inducing oscillation - that horrible
'wailing' noise. Some artists, notably certain
indie rock groups, tend to use controlled
feedback in their music - but those who
don't, use notch filters similar to this design,
in their mixing desks to help prevent it.
Basically, in feedback reduction
applications, the bandwidth control is turned
down (so that the Q factor is increased and
only frequencies adjacent to that of the
feedback are affected), the centre frequency

Specification
Sensitivities and output levels:
Number of channels:

Refer to Ta e1

Notch filter centre frequency:
Notch filter bandwidth adjustment:
Notch filter depth:

100Hz to 10kHz
840Hz to 1 .7kHz
0 to 30dB
9.1 mA (±5V); 11 .9mA (±15V)

1 (2 required for stereo)

Current consumption (quiescent):
Max. current consumption
(both monitor and effects outputs into 1k load): 10.4mA (±5V); 13mA (±15V)

Above: The completed
Monitor and effects Module.
Below: Side view of the Monitor and Effects
Module, showing the arrangement of the
potentiometers.

is adjusted to that of the feedback, and the
attenuation (notch filter depth) adjusted to
the optimum level. In some cases, a further
'fine tweak' of the controls may be required
for best results.
Although primarily intended for use in
mixers, such as the Modular Mixing System,
but it could find uses elsewhere - such as
guitar amplifiers and public address systems
- where the problem of feedback rears its
ugly head. Amateur radio enthusiasts may
also find a tunable notch filter of great value
when 'chasing DX' -a purpose -designed
Maplin kit (LM16S) is available for this
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Monitor
Voltage
(±)

Levels

Effects
Send Levels

(V:)

(V,..)

Output

Input
Low

Mid

High

(VJ

Input

Output

Output**

5.0V

2.0

0.6

1.3

2.0

2.0

2.2

1.2

15.0V

5.7

2.9

5.7

9.9

5.7

9.9

4.5

" with gain of IC2(a) set to 1

need pre -forming before they can fit neatly
to the board prior to soldering. The
orientation of IC1 and IC2 are also critical;
note that these two components are fitted in
IC sockets. The sockets, rather than the ICs
themselves, should be soldered in place the ICs should be inserted just before testing.
Each control potentiometer is fitted from
the component side of the PCB, and a
shakeproof washer is fitted under its securing
nut as shown in Figure 4. Before tightening
the nut, each potentiometer should be
aligned so that its pins line up with the
corresponding legend on the PCB; the
supplied lengths of tinned copper wire are
used for the interconnections as shown in
Figure 5. These lengths of wire (or

Effects

Return Levels

** with ga'n of IC2 (b) set to 1

Note that all input measurements were made from a 11S2 source; impedance of the load was also 11(0..

Table 1. Sensitivities and output levels.

application, however. The effects send
and return amplifiers would also be useful
in guitar amps. If the unit is to be used
independently of a mixing desk, however,

additional components will be required see the 'Construction' section.
Note that this circuit requires a
symmetrical supply which can be from ±5V
min to ±15V max; the power supply
voltages dictate the maximum signal levels
that can be fed into the module (see Table 1).

practical advice on how to solder,
component identification and the like.
When assembling the PCB, it is best to
leave the potentiometers till last as some of
the components are located between them
- and once the potentiometers are in place,
access to these areas of the board is limited.
Otherwise, construction is mostly
straightforward. Be sure to insert the
electrolytic capacitors the correct way
round; in addition, note that their leads will

alternatively the component lead off -cuts) are
also used for the three wire links on the board.

When fitting the PCB pins, note that
they are also fitted from the component side.
After completing assembly, it is prudent to
check your work - finding any incorrectly placed components could save considerable
time and expense later on. Other gremlins
to watch out for include solder bridges/
whiskers and poor joints.

Circuit Description
This section should be read with reference
to the circuit diagram reproduced in Figure
1. IC2(a) and IC2(b) are input buffers; the
gain of each is dependent upon the output
impedance of the previous circuit and the
values of R1 & R2 respectively (see
'Construction' section). Three of the op
amps, IC1(a), IC1(b) and IC1(c), form the
filter. RV2 sets the 'Q' of the filter circuit,
which is variable from 0.4 to 2.5, and
hence its bandwidth. The overall effect is
shown in Figure 2. RV6(a) and (b) set the
centre frequency, as shown in Figure 3.
RV1 controls the amount of attenuation of
the selected frequency. The filter network
produces a signal in phase with the
original; IC1(d) adds the buffered monitor
signal, which is inverted, to the output from
the filter. Phase cancellation then occurs,
the frequencies affected and level of cut,
depending on the response of the filter,
are determined by the user. As a result, the
circuit acts as a 'notch' filter. If an amplifier
(with high input impedance) and speaker
were to be attached to the wiper of RV1, a
signal applied to the input of IC2(a) would
sound very 'hollow' around a certain
frequency, depending on how the controls
have been set.
Note that IC1(d) inverts the signal again,
so that it is in phase with respect to the
input. There are three different levels
available from the monitor output - high,
medium and low - that are determined by
divider network R11, R18, R19 and R22.
IC2(c) is the effects driver amplifier; RV3
controls the level of signal sent to the effect
units. IC2(d) is the fixed -gain effects return
amplifier, RV4 providing attenuation as
required. The effects output is sent to both
channels, via R8 and R9 so as to avoid
crosstalk at a later stage.

R16

R1

C10

MON

C1

1

R5

RV5
MONITOR
LEVEL

RV68
R24

+V 0

-L°

IC7 I C5

+V

Id
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MONITOR
OUT

T-I-J-

.1.CH ..C6

v0

v
R19

R2

IN 0
EFF

MON
TO

EFF RETURN

C4

C2c

RV3
EFFECT
LEVEL

R13

R12

EFFECT
OUT

EFF
TO

HEADPHONE
SELECTOR

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the Monitor and Effects Module.

Construction
Construction is fairly straightforward, and
full details are given in the leaflet supplied
with the kit. If you are new to project
building, refer to the Constructors' Guide
(order separately as XH79L) for helpful

R11

Figure 2. Notch filter bandwidth adjustment.

HEADPHONE
SELECTOR

I

_L

RV4
EFFECT
RETURN

R8

CCT A
3k9

3dB
3k9

Rx 3k9 MAX
IF R1 =3k9
N

N

NN

0
0

0

0
0
1.0

N

Al OR A2

N

N

O

f

N

CCT B
3k9

'\\

3dB

.If 4u7F is used. LF -3dB point

be around 8Hz.
CCT A IF I/P IS TO BE D.C. COUPLED
CCT B IF I/P IS TO BE A.C. COUPLED
will

N

N

_Y

N

op

in co

O

-Y

0

0

N

Figure 6. Modifying input stages of Monitor and
Effects Module for 'stand-alone' use.

Figure 3. Notch filter centre frequency adjustment.

that the gain of the input buffers is kept at
unity; of course if gain is required, different
values may be used.

Testing and Installation

Figure 5. Connecting the potentiometers.

Figure 4. Fitting the potentiometers.

If the Monitor and Effects Module
is being used with the Modular Mixing
System, R1 should be 8k2 for a 6 -channel
system, or 3k9 for a 12 -channel system.
If the circuit is to be used on its own, then
IC2(a) and IC2(b) must be fitted with input
resistors as shown in Figure 6. This is so

The best form of testing is to use the
Monitor and Effects Module in its intended
application. Ensure that each power supply
rail can provide the required current. For
best dynamic range, the full ±15V supply
voltage should be used - see Table 1.
The module should be installed away from
any strong mains fields (power transformers
and the like), in a screened case. If the
completed board is to form part of a
modular mixing system, it should be built
into a decent metal case anyway! Screened
cable (such as XR15R) should be used for
all audio connections to reduce the
possibility of hum pick-up. Once the
installation has been inspected, the ICs can
be inserted and the system powered up.

MONITOR AND EFFECTS MODULE PARTS LIST
RESISTORS: All 0.25W Metal Film (Unless specified)
R1,2
3k9 or 8k2 (see text)
2 of each value
R3-9
10k
7
R10-14
1k
5
R15,16
100k
2
R17-19
1k5
3
R20,21
4k7
2
R22
1k8
1
R23,24
1200
2
R25,26
2k7
2
RV1
2k2 or 2k5 Lin Pot
1
RV2
100k Log Pot
1
RV3,4
47k Log Pot
2
RV5 4k7
Log Pot
1
RV6 10k
Dual Log Pot

SEMICONDUCTORS

CAPACITORS

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' Service is available for this project,
see Constructors' Guide or current Maplin Catalogue for details.
The above items (excluding Optional)
are available in kit form only.
Order As VE34M (Monitor and Effects Module)
Please Note: Some parts, which are specific to this project
(e.g., PCB) are not available separately.

1

Cl

180pF Ceramic

1

C2,3
C4
C5,6
C7,8
C9
C10,11

1 nF Ceramic

2

220nF Poly Layer
100nF Monores
10pF 10V PCB Elect
1 pF 50V PCB Elect
2p2F 50V PCB Elect

1

2
2
1

IC1,2

TLO74CN Quad Op Amp 2

MISCELLANEOUS
PCB

DIL Socket 14 -pin
PCB pins
Construction Leaflet

1

2

2 Pkts

Tinned Copper Wire

OPTIONAL (Not in Kit)
3k9 5% Metal Film
4.7pF Minelect 63V
Constructor's Guide
Screened Cable

2

M3K9

2

RA53H
XH79L
XR15R

1

As required

2
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This module is intended for use
with the Open -Collector Card
(VE92A) previously described
in `Electronics' Issue 60, and serves
to increase the versatility of the RS232
Serial Port Extension System still further
(although of course there is nothing to
stop you using the Relay Card in other
applications).
The module enables the RS232
Extension System to switch heavier
loads with isolated supplies than would
otherwise be possible with the transistor
switches on the plug-in Open -Collector
Card. To save cost the module only has
four relays (all of which are single -pole
change -over types), but if you need
more, two modules can be connected to
one Open -Collector Card thus providing
eight independently operated relays. In
fact, if the Extension Card is filled with
four plug-in Open -Collector Cards, it is
possible for the Extension System to
drive a total of 32 relays.

Circuit Description
The circuitry for the card is, as you
might imagine, quite simple and merely
consists of four duplications of the circuit
shown in Figure 1. In this instance the
input is from one output of an Open Collector Card and component `Rx'
should be ignored for the moment
(more on this later).
RY1 is the relay, and is energised by
transistor switch Tl. Because the Open Collector Card output is effectively open
circuit when `of, RI is included to
ensure that T1 is fully off by pulling up its
base to +V DC. The recommended level
for +V DC is 9V; this provides sufficient
`overhead' for reliable operation of RY1,
which is a 6V operating type. The
difference is taken up by R5, and in fact
the circuit is quite tolerant of supply
voltage range which may be increased
up to +15V, at which point the 'on -time'
current consumption of RY1 will still only
be 61mA, it being a low current type.
DI is provided to protect Tl from the
usual collapsing -field generated, voltage
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spike across RY1 at switch -off. Visual

indication that this relay is active is
provided by LID1, which is included in
the input path. This means that the input
current needs to be >=12mA to achieve
sufficient voltage drop across RI to bias
on T1. When connected to the output of
an Open -Collector Card, `Rx' is omitted
and replaced with a wire link, since the
output path of the Open -Collector Card
includes a 5605I resistor (R18-25, also
see Issue 61). You may consider that this
arrangement is somewhat unusual, but
it means that the card is current, as
opposed to voltage, operated, which
will ensure excellent immunity from
interference over long cable runs. This
is important if the card is remote from
the Open -Collector Card.
It's worth noting that, with these
values and with the Relay Card powered
from a 9V source, this divider chain
somewhat precisely sets the bias level
for T1 base at just over 0.6V, taking into
account the voltage drop across LD1,
which may result in unreliable operation
of the Relay Card should its supply level
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FEATURES
The completed Analogue to Digital
Converter Card.

fall below +9V. (This may be obviated
by reducing the value of the appropriate
resistor(s) at position(s) R18-25 on the
Open -Collector Card to 47052, for
example.)
If the values of resistors R18-25 on the
Open -Collector Card are significantly
reduced, or replaced with wire links for
some (very good) reason, or if the Relay

Card is intended to be used separately
from the Serial Port I/O System for some
other purpose, then you MUST install a
current limiting resistor at position 'Rx',
and NOT use a wire link! (In the latter
case either LD1, the base/emitter
junction of Ti, or both will 'blow' as soon

* Fully Isolated Change Over Contacts
* LED 'On' Indicators
* Remote Installation

APPLICATIONS
* Model Train Control
* flashing Signs
* Motor and Solenoid
Control
* Security Applications,
Door Locks, etc.

Cif] Cif] 121-EI 121£1 121-E1 1211:1 121-EI 121C1
(corresponding to the flat on the LED
body) and must be inserted in the hole
nearest positions 'RX'. To set the height
accurately, lightly solder one lead only,
and then briefly re -melt to alter the
height then hold it till the solder sets.
When satisfied, the other lead can be
soldered permanently and the first lead
re -soldered properly, before removing
the excess leads with side -cutters.
Finally each of the four relays RY1
to RY2 can be installed, making sure
to use good, strong solder joints. This
completes construction of the card and,
after double-checking correct placement
of components, the quality of solder
joints arid ensuring that there are no
solder bridges, etc., the Relay Card can

Figure 1. Circuit of one relay and driver on the Relay Card.

as the input is connected or switched
to OV.) Four 82052 resistors are provided
in the kit for use in the positions 'Rx' for
this purpose, but be advised that these
values will only really be suitable in
situations where the card is powered
from a DC supply in the range of 12 to
13V. For 9V operation they should be
56052 each in order to maintain the LED
current and base bias for T1.
To calculate the value of `Rx' from a
given supply voltage the following
simple formula can be used:
(+Ve-2.7)

RX =

0.012

For example if +Vs = 15V, then
(15-2.7)
0.012

= 10250

where 2.7 is the combined voltage drop
across both 101 and T1 base/emitter,
and 0.012 is the recommended LED
current. From the above example the
next lowest resistance value in the E24
scale of resistor values will be 100012, to
be used in position `Rx'.

Construction
The board is quite simple to build, once
you have decided how it is going to be
used, as explained above. It will be
helpful to leave the relays until last, as
these take up the most space and can
restrict access to some of the smaller
components. Begin by inserting the
double -ended PCB pins at positions
'+VDC', '1' to '4' and 'GND' on the PCB,
and also at '-VDC +'.
The remaining pins may be inserted
at the opposite edge of the card at all
positions 'NO', 'C', 'NC', etc., but at this
stage you can decide to opt for PCB
mounting screw terminal blocks instead
(see Optional Parts List), allowing more
convenient, non -permanent connections

be tested.

is going to be driven from an Open Collector Card. Otherwise current
limiting resistors must be fitted, as
already mentioned, choosing a value
according to the Relay Card external
supply level as indicated in the following
table:
Card Supply
Rx Value
9-11V
56052
12-13V
82052
14V
15V

91011

lk
You can now fit diodes DI to D4, making
sure to align the cathode identifiers
(black stripe on the diode body) with the
white markers on the legend (the
orientation alternates across the board).
Transistors T1 to T4 can then be
installed, followed by the four red LEDs.
Note that the card can be fitted on
pillars behind a panel, in a situation
where it is remote from the remainder
of the Extension System, and these LEDs
can then be visible indicators through
appropriately positioned holes. In this
event you should make the tops of the
LEDs slightly higher that the tops of the
relays (21mm) in order to reach the
panel.
When fitting each LED, note that the
shorter of the two leads is the cathode

The row of PCB pins opposite the relays
will be used to connect the four inputs '1'
to '4', and the common supply and input
OV 'GND' to the Open- Collector Card on
the Serial Extension System extension
board. The pair '-VDC +' are commoned
through to 'GND' and '+VDC'
respectively, and it is to these that the
external supply is connected. Pin '+VDC'
is only used to carry this supply to any
further cascaded Relay Cards, and must
not be connected to any supply pin on
the System Extension Card!
Figure 2 illustrates this by showing
how two Relay Cards are combined to
give full 8 -bit control of eight relays. All
pins 'GND', including that on the Open Collector Card, are commoned; inputs
'1' to '4' of Relay Card No. 1 connect to
outputs '1' to '4' on the Open -Collector
Card, while inputs '1' to '4' of Relay Card
No. 2 connect to outputs '5' to '8'.
The
terminals of both cards for
the external 9V supply are commoned
together but, while the external supply
'+' connects to the '+' of card No. 2, it is
transferred via pin '+VDC' to card No. 1.
In this way several Relay Cards can be
cascaded together. The external 9V
supply must be able to supply 300mA for

to the relay contacts. Four 3 -Way PCB

terminal blocks can be stacked and
fitted in these positions forming a single
12 -Way block.

Next fit resistors RI to R8, and then
use offcuts from these to form the wire
links for the four locations 'RX' if the card

The assembled Relay Card.
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each card. For example mains adaptor

be a five second delay between number
4 going off and all going on again.)

XXO9K can be used to power one Relay
Card, and YM85G for two (see Optional
Parts List). The supplies need not be
stabilised.

In Use

Relay Connection and
Testing
Connecting to the relay contacts is very
simple: each group is marked 'NO', 'C'
and 'NC' where 'NO' = Normally Open,
'C' = Common (the 'pole' of the switch)
and 'NC' = Normally Connected when
the relay is in the 'off state. In use the
Open -Collector Card merely has to send
a logic 0 for 'off or a logic 1 for 'on' on
the relevant data line. The last program
listed near the end of the Open Collector Card article in Issue 60 (under
the heading 'Another Test Program') can
be used again to perform a running test
on the Relay Card, operating each relay

Although the leaflet states that each relay
contact is rated at 3A at 240V AC, this is
not necessarily correct. The actual rating
should be displayed on the housings of
the relays themselves, and is normally
5A at 28V DC (and 120V AC). Because of
the closeness of the PCB tracks connecting
the relay contacts, you are strongly
advised not to exceed the DC rating.

For switching inductive DC loads
such as motors or higher power
solenoids, etc., you should connect
rectifier diodes such as 1N4001 (see
Optional Parts List) across both the load
and the relay's contacts, as illustrated in
Figure 3. These will prevent arcing
across the contacts themselves and

in sequence. The Relay LEDs will show
which one should be active, and the
relay itself should be heard to click.
An ohmmeter or continuity tester may

reduce RFI.
Ribbon cable is mentioned in the
Optional Parts List, which will be most
convenient for quickly connecting
together Relay Cards and Open -

then be used to prove that each set of
contacts is changing over properly.
Initially all relays will be switched on
for one second, and then each in turn,
starting with number 1 (bit 0), will be
switched on individually for one second,
and then all off before the cycle resumes.
(If only four relays are present there will

Collector Cards, having ten, colour
coded wires in a strip. Of these, 'black'
can be used for the common 'OV' and
`GND' connections and 'white' for the
'+V DC' connections, the remainder
used as signal carriers.
Ideas for applications of the
Relay Card are limited only by your

Figure 3. Using protective diodes with
inductive loads.

imagination, especially where such
switching capability is teamed up with
an intelligent device, a computer. One
or two ideas include model railway
layout control, where trains can be
controlled on independent sections
of track and made to start and stop at
stations and signals, and points and
motorised crossing gates can be
operated in unison. Alternatively, as an
intelligent 'zoned' security controller,
the system can disable and enable
switch sensors for an alarm system, such
as door contacts, PIRs, pressure mats,
etc., for variable periods according to
preset times of the day or week. In fact
the system is ideal for all manner of
timed switching functions.
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Figure 2. How to interconnect Relay Cards to an
Open -Collector Card.
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Instruction Leaflet
1
Component Identification Guide 1
OPTIONAL (Not in Kit)

GND 0

External
Supply

RESISTORS: All 5% Metal Film
R1-4
56Q
R5-8
8212
Rx
820Q
SEMICONDUCTORS
D1-4
1N914 (1N4148)
LD1-4
Red LED
T1-4
BC557 (BC558, BC559, BC307,
BC308, BC309)
MISCELLANEOUS
RY1-4
Relay SPCO 5A 28V
PCB Pins

NC 0
C

0

NO 0

(M560R)
(M910R)

lk

4*
4*
4*

1N4001

As req.*

(QL73Q)

56012
91012

For single card:
AC Adaptor 9V 300mA
or for two cards:
AC Adaptor 9V 800mA
Ribbon Cable 10 -Way
PC Terminal Blocks 3 -Way
(*see text)

1

1

As req.*
4

(M 1K)

(XXO9K)

(YM85G)
(XR06G)
(jY94C)

The Maplin 'Get -You -Working' Service is available
for this project, see Current Maplin Catalogue for details.
The above items (excluding Optional)
are available in kit form only.
Order As VFOOA (Serial Sys Relay Crd)
Please Note: Some parts, which are specific to this project
(e.g., PCB), are not available separately.

